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Demo Part 1
 Box Windows XP Fresh SP3Box Windows XP Fresh SP3
Same box that our slides are running fromSame box that our slides are running from……

Oh Oh noesnoes!!
 MS08-067 meterpreter bind tcpMS08-067 meterpreter bind tcp



Back to our regularly scheduled
slides...



Problem
 MeterpreterMeterpreter
－－ Traditional disk forensics is helplessTraditional disk forensics is helpless

 Attack vector may never touch diskAttack vector may never touch disk
－－ No way to determine what happenedNo way to determine what happened

 GoalGoal
－－ Reconstruct attackerReconstruct attacker’’s Meterpreter sessionss Meterpreter sessions

with as much reliability as possiblewith as much reliability as possible



Solution
 Acquire exploited processesAcquire exploited processes’’ address address

spacespace
 Parse out meterpreter protocol fromParse out meterpreter protocol from

acquired memory sectionsacquired memory sections
－－ Reconstruct meterpreter sessionsReconstruct meterpreter sessions



MANDIANT Memoryze

ENUMERATIONENUMERATION ACQUISITIONACQUISITION

 All running processesAll running processes
－－ Handle tableHandle table
－－ Memory sectionsMemory sections
－－ PortsPorts
－－ StringsStrings

 DriversDrivers
－－ Including layered onesIncluding layered ones

 Certain kernel hooksCertain kernel hooks

 Physical memory imagePhysical memory image
 Running processRunning process’’ss

memory spacememory space
－－ BinaryBinary
－－ Loaded DLLLoaded DLL’’ss
－－ StacksStacks
－－ HeapsHeaps
－－ Data sectionsData sections

 DriversDrivers



MANDIANT Memoryze
 Can analyze memory live, or from imageCan analyze memory live, or from image
－－ Live analysis can use paging file for a moreLive analysis can use paging file for a more

complete picture of memorycomplete picture of memory
 Supported platformsSupported platforms
－－ 32-bit Windows 2000, XP, 2003 Server32-bit Windows 2000, XP, 2003 Server
－－ Beta support for VistaBeta support for Vista

 Download atDownload at
－－ http://www.mandiant.com/http://www.mandiant.com/



Process Acquisition



Why Process Acquisition?
 Acquisition was originally used mostly forAcquisition was originally used mostly for

malware analysismalware analysis
－－ Acquire packed binaries running in memoryAcquire packed binaries running in memory

 Usually utilized debuggersUsually utilized debuggers
 Can defeat most packersCan defeat most packers

 Acquisition has other uses:Acquisition has other uses:
－－ Acquire unknown binaries for Acquire unknown binaries for VirustotalVirustotal
－－ Acquire memory to look for protocol stringsAcquire memory to look for protocol strings

 Encrypted strings are Encrypted strings are unecryptedunecrypted in memory in memory



Classic Process Acquisition
 Current MethodologyCurrent Methodology
－－ Open handle to process, OROpen handle to process, OR
－－ Attach to processAttach to process

 ReadProcessMemoryReadProcessMemory((hProchProc, , ImageBaseImageBase,,
buffer, buffer, ImageSizeImageSize, , BytesReadBytesRead))

 Current drawbacksCurrent drawbacks
－－ Requires Requires ““touchingtouching”” a process a process
－－ Detecting debuggers is trivialDetecting debuggers is trivial
－－ Gives an incomplete picture of memoryGives an incomplete picture of memory



Process Acquisition: Memoryze

RELIES ONRELIES ON DOES NOT RELY ONDOES NOT RELY ON

 Physical memory accessPhysical memory access
 Virtual to physicalVirtual to physical

address translationaddress translation

 Attaching to a processAttaching to a process
with a debuggerwith a debugger

 Opening handles toOpening handles to
processes or threadsprocesses or threads

 API callsAPI calls
 The OSThe OS’’s Virtual Memorys Virtual Memory

ManagerManager



Memoryze: Process Acquisition
 Accessing Physical MemoryAccessing Physical Memory
－－ Live analysisLive analysis
－－ AcquisitionAcquisition

 \Device\\Device\PhysicalMemoryPhysicalMemory

－－ Section object exposed by WindowsSection object exposed by Windows
－－ Reading from handle allows application toReading from handle allows application to

read physical memoryread physical memory
－－ Every virtual address must be translated to aEvery virtual address must be translated to a

physical offset within the section objectphysical offset within the section object



Virtual Address
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Memoryze: Process Acquisition
 Map physical memory into bufferMap physical memory into buffer
 Acquisition:Acquisition:
－－ Write buffer to disk (Write buffer to disk (dddd))

 Analysis:Analysis:
－－ Scan buffer for known signatures of kernelScan buffer for known signatures of kernel

structures, e.g. structures, e.g. EPROCESSEPROCESS



New Process Acquisition
 Find all processes (EPROCESS) in physicalFind all processes (EPROCESS) in physical

memorymemory
－－ VadRootVadRoot within the EPROCESS structure within the EPROCESS structure
－－ The The VadRootVadRoot is the top node of a tree of Memory is the top node of a tree of Memory

Manager Virtual Address Descriptor (MMVAD)Manager Virtual Address Descriptor (MMVAD)
entriesentries

－－ MMVAD entries contain the virtual start addressMMVAD entries contain the virtual start address
and size of each memory section within a processand size of each memory section within a process

－－ MMVAD entries containing mapped DLLMMVAD entries containing mapped DLL’’s ors or
EXEEXE’’s will have a pointer to the path of the binarys will have a pointer to the path of the binary
 Helps manage processHelps manage process’’ virtual address space virtual address space



Memoryze: Process Acquisition
 OllyDbgOllyDbg’’ss memory map view shows the memory map view shows the

different sectionsdifferent sections

 Each address range is an entry inEach address range is an entry in
VadRootVadRoot, represented by a MMVAD, represented by a MMVAD
structurestructure

 Enumeration of Enumeration of VadRootVadRoot allows access to allows access to
heaps, stacks, and binary imagesheaps, stacks, and binary images



Finding Processes
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Finding Processes

…
Kernel Address Space

0x8aadb830

0x8aadb834

0x8aadb838

0x8aadb83C
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…
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0x00000000

Indicates EPROCESS,
DISPATCH_HEADER,
further checks are
needed



Finding Processes

PCB
EPROCESS

0x00
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…
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Found an EPROCESS
structure



Parsing MMVAD
PCB

EPROCESS
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Writing VADs to disk
PCB

EPROCESS
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For each VAD write
to disk:
StartVPN to
StartVPN+EndingVPN





New Process Acquisition
 Allows dumping of full address spaceAllows dumping of full address space
 Overcomes most binary packingOvercomes most binary packing
 Captures communication protocol stringsCaptures communication protocol strings
 Bypasses any anti-debugging techniquesBypasses any anti-debugging techniques
 Acquire(s):Acquire(s):
－－ DLLDLL’’s that are only in memorys that are only in memory
－－ Code corresponding to injected threads orCode corresponding to injected threads or

shellcodeshellcode



Have YOU read the developer docs?Have YOU read the developer docs?

Metasploit



Metasploit
 Open source exploit framework originallyOpen source exploit framework originally

developed in Perl (1.x, 2.x) by HD Mooredeveloped in Perl (1.x, 2.x) by HD Moore
et al.et al.
－－ Currently Currently Ruby (3.x)Ruby (3.x)

 Platform independentPlatform independent
 Multiple payloadsMultiple payloads



Meterpreter
 The next generation of post-exploitationThe next generation of post-exploitation

payloadspayloads
－－ Forget Forget /bin//bin/shsh and  and cmd.execmd.exe

 Limited to Limited to stdin,stderr,stdoutstdin,stderr,stdout

 Non-interactiveNon-interactive

 Full functioning client Full functioning client → → server interpreterserver interpreter
－－ File upload / downloadFile upload / download
－－ Key loggingKey logging
－－ Simple extension additionSimple extension addition

 Can be completely memory residentCan be completely memory resident



Under the Meterpreter Hood
 DLL gets injected into exploited processDLL gets injected into exploited process
 Hooks Hooks LoadLibraryLoadLibrary (on Windows) (on Windows)
－－ Applies hook to Win32 API Applies hook to Win32 API LoadLibraryLoadLibrary

－－ Changes lower level APIChanges lower level API’’s behavior to allows behavior to allow
LoadLibraryLoadLibrary to load a DLL from memory to load a DLL from memory

 Hooked APIHooked API’’s to allow loading ofs to allow loading of
metsrv.dllmetsrv.dll from memory from memory
－－ NtOpenSectionNtOpenSection, , NtCreateSectionNtCreateSection
－－ NtQueryAttributesFileNtQueryAttributesFile
－－ NtOpenFileNtOpenFile, , NtMapViewOfSectionNtMapViewOfSection



Meterpreter Communication
 TLV (really LTV) StructuresTLV (really LTV) Structures
－－ Provide communication protocol forProvide communication protocol for

meterpreter server and clientmeterpreter server and client
－－ 32 bit Length and Type Fields32 bit Length and Type Fields
－－ nn bits Value Field bits Value Field



Meterpreter Communication

Attacker
Victim

Sends Exploit

Payload Meterpreter bind_tcp



Meterpreter Communication

Attacker
Victim

     Meterpreter

Attacker executes “getpid”



Meterpreter Communication

Attacker
Victim

     Meterpreter

Type

TLV Packet

Length

Value

PACKET_TYPE_REQUEST

stdapi_sys_process_getpi
d

Sizeof(TLV Packet)

Request sent when attacker 
executes getpid



Meterpreter Communication

Attacker
Victim

     MeterpreterMeterpreter does an internal
lookup for the method
requested:
stdapi_sys_process_getpid

Dispatch Lookup Table

stdapi_sys_process_getpid

stdapi_sys_process_get_processe
s

stdapi_sys_process_get_info

Victim



Meterpreter Communication

Attacker
Victim

     Meterpreter

Victim

Response

Meterpreter builds a response on the heap; 
response includes the result of 
GetCurrentProcessId



Meterpreter Communication

Attacker
Victim

     Meterpreter

Victim

Response

Response

Response is sent back to the attacker



Meterpreter Communication

Attacker
Victim

     Meterpreter

Victim

Response

Response

Response packet is freed
by meterpreter

X



Response Packet Structure (1 of
4) Response Packet

Length sizeof(Response Packet)

Type PACKET_TLV_TYPE_PLAIN_RESPONSE

Value Length sizeof(this tlv)

Type TLV_TYPE_METHOD

Value stdapi_sys_process_getpid



Response Packet Structure (2 of
4) Response Packet

Length sizeof(Response Packet)

Type PACKET_TLV_TYPE_PLAIN_RESPONSE

Value

Length sizeof(this tlv)

Type TLV_TYPE_REQUEST_ID

Value 3164813846702899128916537536399



Response Packet Structure (3 of
4) Response Packet

Length sizeof(Response Packet)

Type PACKET_TLV_TYPE_PLAIN_RESPONSE

Value

Length sizeof(this tlv)

Type TLV_TYPE_PID

Value 0x000003EC



Response Packet Structure (4 of
4) Response Packet

Length sizeof(Response Packet)

Type PACKET_TLV_TYPE_PLAIN_RESPONSE

Value

Length sizeof(this tlv)

Type TLV_TYPE_RESULT

Value 0x00000000



Response Packet Structure
Response Packet

Length sizeof(Response Packet)

Type PACKET_TLV_TYPE_PLAIN_RESPONSE

Value

Length sizeof(this tlv)

Type TLV_TYPE_REQUEST_ID

Value 3164813846702899128916537536399

Length sizeof(this tlv)

Type TLV_TYPE_PID

Value 0x000003EC

Length sizeof(this tlv)

Type TLV_TYPE_RESULT

Value 0x00000000

Length sizeof(this tlv)

Type TLV_TYPE_METHOD

Value stdapi_sys_process_getpid



Response Packet from Memory

TLV Packet
Length Doesn’t exist do to free()

Type: TLV_TYPE_METHOD 0x00010001

Value: stdapi_sys_process_getpid



Response Packet from Memory

TLV Packet
Length 0x29

Type: TLV_TYPE_REQUEST_ID 0x00010002

Value: 3164813846702899128916537536399



Response Packet from Memory

TLV Packet
Length 0x0C

Type: TLV_TYPE_PID 0x000208FC

Value: 0x000003EC



Response Packet from Memory

TLV Packet
Length 0x0C

Type: TLV_TYPE_RESULT 0x00020004

Value: 0x00000000



Meterpreter Communication
 The response packet is freed byThe response packet is freed by

meterpretermeterpreter
 HoweverHowever……
 When WindowsWhen Windows’’ memory manager frees memory manager frees

memory, it is not memory, it is not immediately immediately reused.reused.
－－ It can take hours for memory to be reclaimedIt can take hours for memory to be reclaimed

after it has been freed.after it has been freed.



Finding one Finding one pwnedpwned system at a time system at a time

Metasploit Forensic Framework



Metasploit Forensic Framework
 Scan acquired VADs looking for:Scan acquired VADs looking for:
－－ Strings containing meterpreter methodsStrings containing meterpreter methods

 This indicates a TLV response to a specificThis indicates a TLV response to a specific
methodmethod

 Parsing out the response TLV gives analysts theParsing out the response TLV gives analysts the
data attackers receiveddata attackers received
 Also indicates what commands were executed onAlso indicates what commands were executed on

the machinethe machine



Conclusion
 Windows memory manager gives analystsWindows memory manager gives analysts

a chance to see artifact memorya chance to see artifact memory
 Large impact for forensicsLarge impact for forensics
－－ Not so large on Metasploit projectNot so large on Metasploit project

 Combining memory analysis with furtherCombining memory analysis with further
research will lead to better and moreresearch will lead to better and more
effective projectseffective projects



DEMO



Demo Part 3
 Acquire Acquire svchost.exesvchost.exe
－－ Remember attacker terminated connectionRemember attacker terminated connection
roughlyroughly 30 minutes ago 30 minutes ago

－－ Run Metasploit Forensic Framework (Run Metasploit Forensic Framework (msffmsff))



Questions???
 stephen.davis@mandiant.comstephen.davis@mandiant.com
 peter.silberman@mandiant.competer.silberman@mandiant.com


